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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

wASHINGTON. THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

June 12, 1989

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

! am pleased to submit the Report of the Defense Management Review conducted
pursuant to your direction in National Security Review 11. This Repoti is the product
of extensive study and sets fo~h the plan you requested to:

.- implement fully the Packard Commission’s recommendations;

.- improve substantially the performance of the defense acquisition system; and

.- manage more effectively the Department of Defense and our defense
resources.

With your approval, the Department is prepared to embark immediately on the
implementing actions identified in the Repon. Some of these actions will require
the assistance of other executive branch a encies. The most important will require

3the cooperation of the Congress. All will emand the Department’s sustained
attention and diligent effort in the years ahead.

Sincerely,



IEFENSEMANAGEMENI

L INTRODUCI’ION

In his February 1989 address to the Joint Session of Congress, the President
announced that he was directing the Secretary of Defense to develop “a plan to
improve the defense procurement process and management of the Pentagon. ”
Terms of reference provided by the President called upon the Department of
Defense (DoD) to:

develop a plan to accomplish full implementation of the recommenda-
tions of the Packard Commission and to realize substantial improve-
ments . . . in defense management overall.

For these purposes, the President directed that specific actions be identified in
four broad areas--personnel and organization, defense planning, acquisition
practices and procedures, and government-industry accountability. The President
also called for recommended “actions the Congress could take which would
contribute to the more effective operation and management” of DoD.

The Defense Management Review has examined the various efforts made to date
to realize the far-reaching improvements envisioned both by the Packard
Commission in its Reports and by Congress in the Goldwater-Nichols Defense
Reorganization Act of 1986. It has benefitted from the information provided
and views offered by senior civilian and military officials throughout DoD, as
well as the valuable insights of numerous outside organizations and experts who
have monitored the course of recent defense reforms.

While some progress unquestionably has been made since 1986, there is no basis
for complacency. On the contrary, redoubled efforts will be required in order
to realize improvement to the degree contemplated by the Packard Commission
and the Goldwater-Nichols Act. But the progress to date does give cause for
hope that the necessary consensus and commitment can be sustained in the
coming years. This will be essential if the U.S. defense effort is to be managed
in a manner that:

● ensures the continued strength and readiness of the nation’s Armed Forces;
● helps us acquire needed new weapon systems at less cost, in less time, and

with greater assurance of promised performance;
● encourages industry and government alike to meet the highest standards of

integrity and performance;
● and promotes greater public confidence in our stewardship of defense

resources.

The dimension and importance of the task cannot be overstated. The course of
international affairs in the years ahead promises to test U.S. l~adership in new
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DEFENSE MANAGEMENT

and unforeseeable ways. Potential threats to the security of the U.S. and its
Allies w likely to diminish in some areas while increasing in others, may well
take new and more subtle forms, and undoubtedly will necessitate U.S. military
forces that are modem, ready, and sustainable in a variety of contingencies. At
the same time, as a result of competing national priorities, the real resources
available for defense in the early 1990s are likely to be less than in recent years.
If we are to continue to protect our global interests, meet our responsibilities,
and minimize the risks to our security, we must pieserve essential military ‘
capabilities through ever more skillfull use of the resources at our disposaL

Such circumstances compel the utmost attention to prudent management of our
defense program--and oblige the Executive branch, Congress and industry, as
seldom before, to join in husbanding available defense dollars, cutting unneces-
sary costs, and achieving new levels of productivity and quality.

BuiIding on recent efforts, in light of experience and current circumstances, this
Report is intended to articulate an overall approach for achieving these impor-
tant objectives and to identify a series of specific management initiatives for the
President’s consideration. Many of these initiatives can be undertaken on the
authority of the Secretary of Defense. Some will require concerted action by
the Administration, including other Executive departments and agencies. Still
others -- among them actions that hold the greatest promise for long-term
improvement -- will require the support of Congress and the defense industry.
Together, these initiatives respond to the findings and conclusions of the
Packard Commission and to the provisions of the Goldwater-Nichols Act, and
speak to their as-yet-uncompleted agenda for constructive change.

None of the additional steps recommended by the Defense Management Review
departs from the course already charted for DoD, but likewise none represents a
quick fix. The harder part of the job remains to be done -- and the larger
improvements are yet to be realized. Nothing less than an unreserved and
long-term commitment on the part of DoD will be necessary to meet the
President’s objectives. Nothing less than sustained cooperation between the
Administration and Congress, and between government and industry, will suffice
for that purpose.

IL

The overall framework adopted for decisionmaking within DoD must reflect
sound management principles if the President and Secretary of Defense are to be
well served. The management framework that follows has been guided by several
fundamental Pritteiples:

● The individual rwponsibilities of senior managers must be well understood.
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REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT

. Managers must be given a range of authority commensurate with their
responsibility.

● Subject to final decision by the President, the Secretary, or the Deputy
Secretary, managers’ participation in the process of establishing central
policies should be encouraged.

. Approved policy, including longer-term priorities and objectives for the
defense program, must be widely and clearly communicated within DoD.

● Within this context, managers must expect to be held strictly accountable
for the overall results of their efforts, for adhering to approved policy,
and for executing decisions.

Q The full talents, dedication, experience and judgment of all DoD employees
must be brought to bear in the execution of their diverse missions. Policy
must be implemented in a wide variety of settings, and the process by
which this is done must be carefully monitored in order to take full
advantage of opportunities for cost savings and quality improvement.
Innovation will come most naturally from the military and civilian profes-
sionals entrusted to do the job. They must be encouraged to examine and
improve continuously the processes in which they are engaged -- and to
raise, at all levels, new ideas and approaches that will contribute to a
sound, affordable program to maintain adequate U.S. military strength.

The current broad division of responsibilities among the Office of the Secretary
of Defense (OSD), the Office of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
(C.JCS), the Unified and Specified Commands, the Military Departments, and the
Defense Agencies provides a generally sound structure within which to implement
these principles. The essential challenge is one of integrating their respective
efforts more effectively. This will depend heavily upon certain key senior
officials, some aspects of whose responsibilities bear emphasizing.

The Deputy Secretary of Defensewill-assist the Secretary in overall leadership of
DoD and exercise authority delegated by the Secretary on all matters in which
the Secretary is authorized to act. He will be responsible for day-to-day
management of DoD and-operation of a more rigorous Planning, Programming,
and Budgeting System (PPBS) designed to produce a coherent, integrated, and
efficient defense program. He will have day-to-day responsibility, with the
Secretary, for ensuring the full implementation of approved actions under the
Defense Management Review.

The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition (USD/A) will exercise the
authority intended by the Packard Commission and provided in law. Under the
direction of the Secretary and Deputy Secretary, the USD/A will be responsible
for policy, administration, oversight and supervision regarding acquisition
matters DoD-wide. Lnthis regard, the USD/A’s authority will extend to
directing the Secretaries of the Military Departments on the m~nner in which
acquisition responsibilities are executed by their Departments. The USD/A will
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have the full confidence and active support of the Secretary and Deputy
Secretary as their principal staff assistant on such matters, including
implementation of numerous initiatives stemming from the Defense Management
Review. TheUSD/A’s role within DoD will be enhanced in certain respects,
among them the following: the USD/A will be a key participant in all phases of
the PPBS, including deliberations on major budget issues; and will administer the
Selected Acquisition Reports (SARS) and other Congressional reporting on
acquisition programs and issues.

The Secretaries of the Military Departments, under the Secretary’s and Deputy
Secretary’s direction, will be responsible for managing the affairs of their
Departments as provided in law, including front-line implementation of many of
the initiatives identifkd in the Management Review as well as other policy,
program and budget decisions. As key advisers to the Secretary and Deputy
Secretary, they will provide candid personal views as well as convey the institu-
tional perspective of their Departments. Collectively, they will be charged with
helping to coordinate the activities of the Military Departments in the interest
of more efficient management of the overall defense program.

The Under Secretary of Defense for Policy (USD/P), among his other responsi-
bilities, will support and represent DoD, as directed by the Secretary and
Deputy Secretary, on foreign relations and arms control matters. In addition,
the USD/P will serve as the Deputy Secretw’s p~w advisor f~ tie pl~ning
phase of the PPBS, and as a key participant in programming and budgeting
decisions as well. In accordance with the Goldwater-Nichols Act, and in order to
strengthen the ties between national policy and plans, the USD/P and a select
element of his staff will assist the Secretary and Deputy Secretary in developing
guidance for, and in reviewing, operational and contingency plans for nuclear and
conventional forces.

The Chairman of the Joint Chief’sof Staff (CJCS) was vested by the Goldwa-
ter-Nichols Act with critically important responsibilities for planning, advising,
and policy formulation. In keeping with his functions as principal military advisor
to the President and the Secretary of Defense, and as spokesman for the Joint
Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and the Commanders-irt-Chief of the Unified and Specified
Commands (CINCS), the CJCS will advise the Secretary and Deputy Secretary on
the full range of issues and participate in senior councils within DoD.

The foregoing descriptions are not exhaustive, but rather intended to highlight
important roles that the Deputy Secretary, USD/A, Secretaries of the Military
Departments, USD/P, and CJCS will play as core managers within DoD. Sound
working relationships and regular communications among these and other senior
officials are indispensable to managing DoD successfully; to enstging that it
responds to the President’s and Secretary’s priorities; to assisting the Secretary
and Deputy Secretary as they are called upon to make major policy, program and
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budget decisions; and to guaranteeing prompt and effective execution of those
decisions. For these purposes, DoD will rely on several major intradepartrnental
groups whose broad responsibilities and functions are described below.

DoD Executive Committee. Under the Secretary as chairman, the Deputy
Secretary, lJSD/A, Secretaries of the wlit~ Departments, USD/P, and CJCS
will comprise the membership of a new Executive Committee. The Executive
Committee will meet regularly and serve as the key, senior deliberative and
decisionmaking body within DoD for all major defense issues. In order to
promote the candor and confidentiality of the Executive Committee’s delibera-
tions on the most important and difficult issues, the Executive Committee’s
membership will be strictly limited. ‘I’heDoD General Counsel will attend
meetings of the Executive Committee as a legal advisor and observer. The
participation of other DoD officials will be subject to the Secretary’s approval,
on a case-by-case basis. The Executive Committee will assume continuing
responsibility for, among other things, reviewing and expediting the implementa-
tion of measures approved by the President as a result of the Defense Manage-
ment Review. The Special Assistant to the Secretary and Deputy Secretary will
serve as Executive Secretary of the Executive Committee.

DefensePlanning and Reswrws Board. The Deputy Secretary will manage a
witalized Planning, programming and Budgeting System (PPBS) as chairman of a
Defense Planning and Resources Board (DPRB). The DPRB will replace the
current Defense Resources Board. The DPRB will have the following permanent
members: C.JCS, USD/A, the $kcr@ries of the Military Departments, USD/P,
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Program Analysis and Evaluation), and the
DoD Comptroller. As matters on the agenda of the DPRB dictate, other senior
military and civilian officials will be called upon to participate in its deliberations
--including, as appropriate, the Service Chiefs, CINCS, and representatives of
other OSD offices. Representatives of the Director of the Office of Management .
and Budget and the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs will
participate in the DPRB on a regular basis. The Deputy Secretary will appoint a
single individual from within his office as the Executive Secretary of the DPRB.
Through the DPRB, the Deputy Secretary will help to develop stronger links
between our national policies and the resources allocated to specific programs
and forces.

Planning Procesm Responding to the Packard Commission’s recommendations
and the mandate of the Goldwater-Nichols Act will require substantial improve-
ments in the threshold or planning phase of the PPBS. Under the pressures of
the annual budget cycle, consideration of broad policies and development of
guidance on high-priority objectives all too often has been neglected, and
decisions made instead on a short-term, issue-by-issue basis n@ well-suited to
optimizing the use of available defense resources. As a result, DoD’s principal
planning product, the Defense Guidance, now represents at best an early,
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negotiated settlement on the content of the Service and Defense Agency
programs.

Redressing this situation will require a major effort by the DPRB, including
cominued development of a biennial budget process consistent with the Packard
Commission’s recommendations, in order to achieve better long-range planning
and greater stability in the defense program.

In the spring of the year prior to DoD’s program and budget reviews, the
Secretary, on the advice of the DPRB, will issue guidance on a limited number of
planning topics to be considered and resolti. In addkion, the Secretary may
wish to issue alternative planning scenarios to be considered. The DPRB, or a
select group of its members designated by the Deputy Secretary, will meet
through the spring and summer to develop recommendations on these issues for
consideration by the Secretary before August 1, and for subsequent communica-
tion to the Military Depmtmcnts and Defense Agencies.

The USD/P will include these and other issues as SPeC~lcPlanning guidance in the
restructured Defense Planning Guidance (DPG), which the Secretary will formally
issue by October 1 in the year preceding the programming phase. In addition to

the planning issues provided by the Secretary and military strategy provided by
the CJCS, the DPG will contain:

● a dramatically shortened and more concise section on forces, incorporating
only a limited set of high-priority “program Planning Objectives” that will
be mandatory guidance to the Services and Defense Agencies;

. broad identification of the projected impact of these objectives on future
funding,

. and a ro~-$x “road map” of ~ m~fiza~on Pd$ and ~~est-
ment plans of lYMY~W#@x@l#the impact of the Prograln Planning
Ob=md of additional modefizatiofl or ~plWemen~ of major
SyS@WS(e.g., ships, aircraft, tanks and satellites) expected by the Military
Departments and Defense Agencies, against realistic levels of future
funding.

Defense AcquisitionBoar& TheUSD/A and the Vi= Chairman of the JCS
(VCJCS), w chairman and vice-chirman respectively, will direct the efforts of a
s~ ~fe~ -on Board @4B). The DAB’s permanent member-
ship wfi~be reduce& as will its committee and ad hoc working structures. The
USD/A will expedite the imp~ementation of decisions following DAB delibera-
tions.
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programvspecific exit criteria to be established by the USD/A, at each Milestone
in a system’s life. T4epiwimmtqt objecti~ of the UWA will
the acqm.iuii Sydi thf@@ titiew”m-ms%y
review will be c~@-~{wmI $~ pkb- ~ti~ady @ ~l?Ml@iMW}
advartcwll%itig?l%df--~llf or pro@ctim *WIO r@c2A*g Mtli?Mdik!l‘ ‘“”
appro~@’,and that the plans laid for such “stagesare consistent with sound
acquisition management.

Acquisition section Qf this Report.)

t-

e

:-~ ~w@ -0, andwill
ry. In each case, committee membership will include

, of other OSD offices, the CJCS, and the
Military Departments.

IU DEFENSEAt3XJMTION

remain to be addressed if DoD is to implement fully the Packard Commission’s
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a, including the vari

~ Efforts to date have not pro&ced the tangible results envisioned by
&e “Commission. This is indicative of the dimension of the problems the
Commission identified - offered~and the persistence

s to emulate the
characteristics o mrnercial and government projects.
Among these characteristics, described in the Commission’s reports, were:

●

●

●

●

●

●

the clear alignment of responsibility and author-
ity, preserved and promoted through s,?.,. ~.’

0 the most senior decisionmakers;
-hw

&

-a stable environment of funding and manageme
predicated Oi” aed baseline for CUSLschedule, and pefiorm

eremXYf.O”~mrhWipleof “manage-
ment and methods of ensuring accountability that f@{on

$eliance on small staffs of specially trained and
highly motivated personnel;
Cmnmddkmwithukers-$ound understanding of user needs achieved
early-on and reflecting a proper balance among cost, schedule, and perfor-
mance consideration
B- Developnymt--including aggressim we of prototyp~ and
testing to ldentfi and retrte& problems well before production, in-

When considered in this framework, it is apparent that th~-

are required--including steps that substantial] y depart from or go well beyond
DoD’s and Congress’ efforts to date.

C{ctwGw?amadChu?l?w
Positibnip@@$H3fA ttsDoD’s senior, full-time acqttisAimmx~tiv*, with the

descri=was but mwyart of the
t. No less central to its

~onception was the establishment of clear, abbreviated lines of authority within
the Services for performance of their traditional role in managing major
programs. In each of the Military Departments, management responsibilities
were to flow through an experienced, full-time Service Acquisition Executive
(SAE), administering Service programs within policy guidance from the USD/A;
through Program Executive Officers (PEOS), as key middle managers responsible

-8-
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to the SAES for defined and limited groups of major programs; to individual
Projyam Managers (PMs), vested with broad responsibility for and commensura-
te authority over major programs, and reporting for these purposes exclu-
sively to their respective PEOS. The intent was to confine management account-
ability within this greatly streamlined chain of command, which was intended to
capture all cost, schedule and perform~ce feawres of all major programs. .+

‘* taken --b@@ *p@u$$#ting *
8 Have Iwd vary~g tkgrees of success. None has fully
rposes, and a c~eful review of their efforts to date

indicates a need fbr revising their acquisition organizations in several res~ects.

*

●

●

●

Service Acquiktion Executivw A ~’w ~ &t&t&it
*,’: .*,,, ...~ will be designated the

wdl have full-time responsibility for all Service acquisition
functions. These functions will be conducted within Service Secretariats in
a manner that ensures effective civilian control, and will not be duplic%ed
in Service Chiefs’ organizatio&.

SVithin each Military Department, the SAE
on programs through PEOS, each of whom

will have a small, separate staff organization and devote full-time attention
to management of assigned programs and related technical support
resources. PEOS will be relieved of other responsibilities.

On all matters of program cost, schedule and perfor-
port only to their respective PEO or SAE.

;J ,.~~ Consistent with this structure, these
efice commands will be organized with a primary focus on ~

Departments and SAES will be charged with ensuring that Service com-
mands perform these various roles in a fully accountable manner.

The Secretaries of the Military Departments and Service Chiefs will ensure
maximum accountability within the PEO structure. PEOS will be selected by the
Secretaries of the Military Departments?rwith the advice of~-~~~ ~~m ~~
, !,-.~~g _W&~~-&&. ~imilarly, -and

%
~!ww ~~Kt%I~~#. ... . m h addition, funding‘TiJ.% $!:’:* # i “““

?or’milthtlhsfor P () offic&? an “tkose of the PMs reporting
to them, will be administered separately from Service commands.

Sk . ,
~~%~~~enmtill submit detailed plans for implement-

ing these changes for the Secretary’s consideration by’~.~ i%~sg~,~

-9-
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-.&+- - w?~~ ~~-ents+ It has important conse-

PJ .
tAGW* Uy ~,- .’eports to Service command layers. It will

CSTi-cws WIUI ~ IUu.= active management rde -- one performed separately from. ------ L---- 1,... ..,.fi~+hl~ tfi being defiied bv the bureaucratic
. nrn. -2.I. . ti—~-

SUctlComrnanos mu nlalw lGaa .u...~w”..
. . . .--.= ----- ,

dynamics of those large organizations.

1~~

This approach also highlights c .. , {., “*#’@~-, ~*#@q.:.:%.>+t+:!!:,, .5
dations -- notably those that rela e o e e mmanon of duplicative or unneces.

.
$$p and to the achievement of substantial

‘“”, &ls comection, the Packard Commission

cleady ~ticipat~ that implemen~tiofl of its ~ommendations within tk
services would occmion a b- s-~ing of heW@U~CI’Sand management
orga@atigns, md mom subst~ti~ pe~onnel reductions than have yet been
accomplished ASdiSCUSS~below, the Secmtw OfDefense will direct the
Secretaries of the Military Departments to implement this management chain of
command with these larger purposes in mind. Streamlining of substantial
magnitude is anticipated as a result of this effort by each Military Department,

StabiliQ in Programs
The Packard Commission properIy emphasized the important economies that
flow from conducting major systems acquisition in an environment of stabl~
funding and manageme~ Reliable planning, funding, and system configuration,
and continuity in management personnel, greatly increase the likelihood that

The expected budget environment will make it more difficult, but altogether
more important, that DoD avail itself of these means to stretch its moderniza-
tion resources. For this reason, the DeDuty Secretarv and the Secretaries of the

To take greater advantage of potential savings through mwltiyear contracting
will require a change in current Iaw, which limits eligible procurements to those
in which DoD can achieve demonstrated savings of 10 percent or more. This has

*
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the anomalous result of excluding from multiyear consideration major procure-
ments for which projected savings may be substantial in dohr terms even if’
marginally less than 10 percent of the contract cost. The Administration should
seek to eliminate or reduce this threshold, in order to permit case-by-case
evaluation of opportunities for cost savifigs through mt.dtiyear procurement.
(See Appendix B to this Report.)

The Secretaries of the Military Departments and SAES will “ “ ,,

~a~’”
through an entire .

set by Sta~e. They will provide
mveen PMs, and ensure that

successful PEOS enjoy tenure of comparable durati
v“

.. ..-. .,
~f

,,fy.“

I’%merous ti-tiews of the acquisition system, including the Packard Comrrds-
sion’s, have found that the system is encumbered by overly detailed, confus~ ,
and sometimes contr&lIctbi&~aws, regulations, directives, instructions, polic f
memoran@ and other gui~e. Little room now remains for individual
judgment and creativity of the sort on which the most successful industrial
management increasingly relies to achieve higher levels of productivity and lower
costs. Much of this stifling burden is a consequence of legislative enactme~,

To reduce the self-imposed burden, the

~~~t+~~ “~”D-level &iance and proceeding down &roui@.,=,-,
the Military Departments and their componcnts4 The review will include both
existing guidance and that which is currently under development. The task force

-11.



and that imposes unnecessary reports and reviews on

(e~g., concerning packaging, transportation, maintenance, etc.) on program
offices. The task force will be charged with developing a plan to eliminate as
many of these advocacy programs as possibIe.

encounters substantial problems in-meeting its baseline. In the 1987 Defense
Authorization Act, Congress provided authority to DoD to designate a limited
number of Defense Enterprise Programs (DEPs) tdemonstrate the viability of
this approach, and as candidates for milestone authorization. DoD should take
better advantage of this special authority than it has to date. The USD/A, with
the SAES, will carefully select several new Defense Enterprise Programs from
programs in the DAB’s Concept Approval (post-Milestone 1)phase, provide
strong policy direction and oversight in implementing the DEP concept, and seek
milestone authorization for such programs to enhance management stability.

Smaller, Higher Quality Staffs

. .
form a core part of the U.S. defense program, and much.

m.-~ v ,.,.i_,-~,-

experlise in numerous disciplines for management and staffing of the
world’s largest procurement organization. Each year billions of
doliars are spent more or less efficiently, based on the competence
and expen”ence of these personnel. Yet, compared to its industry
counterparts, this workforce is undertrained, underpaid> and inexperia
ence~ WhateYer other changes may be made, it is vitally important to
enhance the quality of the defense acquisition workforce -- both by
attracting qua!ifled new personnel and by improving the training and
motivation of current personnel.

,
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While small improvements have been made in the neady three years since the
Commission completed work, its major recommendations have yet to be
implemented. Identifying steps to accomplish the Commission’s broad objec-
tives, accordingly. has been a major focus of the Defense Management Review.

.m:m~~’w”ti -~ ~~ ‘a., ..... .“. ...!?.

~~st~mx It also has?!

ar advantages ~;ch’a ~ys;m offers to DoD employees and
managers alike, including notable improvements in working environment,
professional rewards, recruitment and retention. Although the Packard Commis-
sion strongly recommended that Congress authorize the Secretary to implement
an alternative system of this sort for all critical acquisition personnel, such
authority has not been forthcoming. During the 100th Congress, a measure
that would have expanded the China Lake initiative to include up to 100,000

DoD also will seek to increase the professionalism of its procurement workforce
to make its employees’ capabilities and career opportunities more competitive
with those of their private sector counterparts. This will include actively
supporting legislation recently proposed by the Office of Personnel Management
(OPM) that would allow DoD to pay for degree-related course work by civilian
personnel in critical procurement fields. (See Appendix B.) In addition, as the
Packard Commission specifically recommended, the Secretary will seek prompt
action by the Administration, through OPM, on classification of DoD contract-
ing off~cers as a professional personnel series, and, in the case of those con-
tracting officers who can commit DoD to more than $25,000 per contract, the
adoption of classification standards that require an appropriate combination of
relevant work experience and education.

On the militaryside -- The sophistication and complexity of military equipment
continues to increase, as do the challeng~” . ~,~“ ~ T -E-#~”.

e need for _alists to manage the..
acqulsl process accordingly is now greater than ever, and will only grow
over time. As the Packard Commission observed, each of the Services has made
strides in managing its officer personnel to meet this challenge. Looking to the
future, however, it is clear none of the Services has yet gone far enough.

Current arrangements reflect a not altogether satisfactory compromise of two
valid, but directly competing interests. On the one hand, it is undeniably
desirable that those who manage the acquisition system be highly attuned,
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through personal experience in the operational world, to the needs of military
users. On the other hand, if these needs arc to be met in the successful
development of major systems, it is increasingly imperative that acquisition
managers possess a range of technical skills and a breadth of experience largely
unavailable in operational assignments. It must be recognized that attainment by
a military officer of equal competence for senior field grade and higher assign-
ments in both the operational and acquisition arenas is increasingly difficult, and
for many purposes impossible. New means must therefore be found to develop
and retain the variety of necessary acquisition skills in the military, while at the
same time ensuring that development of weapon systems reflects keen regard for
operational realities.

. selection of highly promising officers early in their careers;

. timely specialization in acquisition, including the election of such career
paths by officers with some signiilcant operational experience (not later
than 10-12 yeWS);

. assignment, other than in exceptional cases, to acquisition positions and
related training once selected,

Q creation of attractive and equitable career paths, including designation of
corps-eligible positions;

● and assurance of promotion potential up to the highest flag grades.

So that user perspectives are preserved in the development of
appropriate provision should be made for assignment of ope
important supporting roles within program offices.

As part of these plans, the Secretaries of the Military Departments also will
submit coordinated recommendations to the Secretary concerning specialized
educational requirements and training opportunities for acquisition corps
officers throughout their careers. At a minimum, these recommendations will
address the designation of the Defense Systems Management College as an
intermediate Service school; provision for advanced management and technical
training, such as programs in universities and rotational assignments in industry;
and establishment of a senior-level Service school, comparable to the National
War College, with a specialized curriculum developed to train the most’senior
acquisition managers. In this regard, such recommendations should address the
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figor and quality of curricula, qualifications and compensation of permanent
faculty, and SUppOrtfor schoimly research at DoD acquisition schools, as well as
resources required for these purposes. They also should take account of the
mcornmertdations of the recently established National Defense University

In gened -- TO ensure that DoD-wide tmtilng, education and career development
policies concerning civilian and military acquisition personnel am developed and
implemented effectively, the lJSD/A will establish within his organization a
central office for such matters. With the USD/A, the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (’ForceManagement and Personnel) will develop and administer a central
reporting system and data base on the composition and training of the acquisi-
tion workforce in the Services and other DoD components.

~F~m-~:;:’:li4i~
The Packard Commission concluded that implementation of its recommendations:

natin-g a layer of management by moving “tfie~u%i%onsand people
of that layer to some other layer clearly will not suffice.

‘l’hePresident direc~d DoD to “d
im

For these purposes, the

~-

frustrated innovation, obscured accountability for success and failure, and
imposed excessive overhead custs. Pri

. .

pro

●

●

o

●

;-----

lowering overall costs, particukirly through sizable reductions in manage-
ment and other white collar personnel;
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● and employing a variety of innovative techniques proven to motivate
employees and suppliem and to achieve steady improvements in quality and
overall performance.

Actions such as these are far more easily undertaken by corporate than DoD
managers, who operate with differing objectives and under a variety of unique
constraints. Nonetheless, pfhmte .~ctcx ekpe@nce is @ructive at many leveQ

“ “ “ ~w~~vIt teaches that the ,~vmrw~~f
m Fover the long-term and sh~u d be a paramoun# I
objective of all -~in ‘tie Executive branch; Congress, and industry -- who play a ~
role in U.S. defense efforts.

DoD and Congress have collaborated for these purposes recently in addressing
the traditionally divisive issue of DoD infrastructure. As a result of the work
of the Secretary’s Commission on Base Realignment and Closure and companion
legislation enacted in 1988, DoD will be able to achieve a more efficient base
structure and greater mission effectiveness. Through strong management
oversight of the closure and realignment process, DoD will seek to realize the
full cost savings projected by the Base Closure Commission,

The Defense Mam%ement Review has identified a number of otlmr moasuges that#
odd Wt&& to ~i~eve greater effkiency in i~ acquisition and rdated$
In this context, substantial improvements must ultimately &pend

upon progress achieved across a broad front--~hding the establishment ofka
more capable acquisition’ woi%l%rceitnd of d stawtory and qqpdatory e@.rop-
ment that does not unnaturally limit its productivity. Nonetheless, a variety of
nearer-term actions will be undertaken.

Revision, @.,#e@f~ ~qui$~n organizations to irnpianent the Packard Com@s-
sion’s reco%rnmendations,as outlined above, will be part of a broader effort.
This will .involve the elimin~ti~n,@-gg
and

; an overall impro
DoD’s acqukdtia ma#@ifient, logitics, distri~tion a@
activities; and, by these means, a reduction of at klt#t#.$
mately,.=,~ h&liO@in the atmwll cost to DOD,pf&m@a.~.~cti~yg !~ no~
later ~~Y~ HFX# for an aggregate cost saving of $~0 bilhon over the
1991-1995 Five Year Defense Plan. Such reduction will be implemented on a
phased basis, beginning with DoD’s Fiscal Year 1991 budget review.

To achieve these purposes, the Depqfy $ecr6~ tifi dl~ k,sMi4f_
co,!n~,~d,~~ the USD/A, the Secretaries of the Military Departments, the DODII
Cornptder, and the Assistant Secretaries W Defense (Force It&tnagement ad
Persomel) and (Program Analysis and Evaluat@n). A detailed plan incorporating
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the task force’s recommendations will be submitted to the Secretary by OCtdH’
1, 1989. %e plan will provide for compreheq&j~g,@wiew of management
structures within OSDme ~=~e~~ents and Defense Agencies, and-oi,.
field and headquarters functions and”opemting procewes, to meet the cost
reduction goal and enable DoD to perform its acquisition and related missions
with improved efficiency and effectiveness. Particular emphasis will be given to
steps that reduce recurring payroll costs to DoD, whether incurred by direct hire
or contract support. The plan will address, among other matters, the potential
for increased productivity through broader implementation of OMB Circular
A-76 (Performance of Contract Activities). It akio will protect near-term
funding for labor saving devices (e.g., upgrades in automated data processing
capability) that will enhance productivity.

In addition, all I@p gq-j~ti~n se~i=s (CAS)* including ~ese
currendy~pmf- in the Defense Logistics Agency QLA) ,ii@ the MMW
DeQ~9!W+ W$IJ* MW@lititd under a newly4ipmWdI!Y&fknseContraQ,. . .
~~~ (5J@f.A),@ich will report to the USD/A and be charged
with more efficiently and effectively performing the CAS function. The USD/A
will assist the Deputy Secretary in preparing a plan to establish the DCMA for
the Secretary’s approval by October 1, 1989. This plan will, among other
things, seek to streamline existing CAS organizations, promote uniform
interpretation of acquisition regulations, improve implementation of DoD
procurement policy, and upgrade the quality of the CAS workforce while
eliminating overhead and reducing payroll costs. The plan should make appropri-
ate provision for continued technical and other support to program offices. It
should also preserve the existing regulatory division of responsibilities between
those of administrative contracting officers, to be exercised within the DCMA,
and those of procuring contracting officers, which will continue to be exercised
within the Military Departments.

~: ,,:.. l.)-! ~“
,. -,”

~;,q;+

Both the Packard Commission and the Goldwater-Nichols Act seim~ve
the req~erneqts ~;~~,~ i.e., DoD’s efforts to define mi~it~ needs, their iinks
to national strategy and deficiencies in existing capabilities, and the characteris-
tic s o~s epjf$g jiy. w to m~gt those needs. me Goldwater-Nichols Act S-
6++o

.,m,’ .,.
~_s spbkesmm @’ tlq$.$J.NG, in tii~ i

proce~. The ~ c ~d Commission emphasized the responsibility of the USD/A
and the VCJCS to ensure that complex systems reflect a sensible calculus of
cost, schedule and performance. Over the last several years, the VCJCS’ Jo~~
Rg@rer?mts Ovcmight %htncil (JROC!)and the USD/A’s Defense Acquisition

l%!B&rd (DA13fiave begun to collaborate more effectively for this purpose. is
collaboration should be strongly encouraged, and the JROC should assume a
broader role in support of DAB decisionmaking.
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Accordingly, the Secretary and the CJCS will charter the JROC to review all
deficiencies that may necessitate development of major systems, prior to any
consideration in the DAB. Based on inputs from the CINCS, Services, and
elsewhere, the JROC will review the validity of an identiiled mission need (as
distinct from any potential system or program), assign a joint priority for
meeting the need, and forward an approved mission need statement to the DAB.

. } kmmlly, the DAB will-, -w mission-needs idemifkd by the JROC for possibkf
‘ ,...? !~MilestoneOapprov~. Those candidates passing through this restructured“...

~Milestone Owould not be considered programs in the traditional sense; instead,i
$ ;Iat this threshold the D “

!~a

uthorize Conce~t.gct@t studies to eval~-..,. ..’ i to meeting val date~
. .

i nee&. The USD/A
~>
-ky wil~ e funding of Concept Direction Studies, resources for which
“..“, may come from one or more of the Milit~ Departments, a central fund

.%,
controlled by the USD/A, or both. To address alternative approaches to
meeting a variety of mission needs, more Concept Direction Studies may be
undertaken than will be carried forward past Milestone I (Concept Approval).
Particular care will be exercised at Milestone 1 to ensure that Concept Approval
is given to no more new programs than long-term resources available to DoD
will support. To provide for programs that do enter the post-Milestone I
phase, a rough allocation of out-year resources for such purposes will be made
at the DoD-wide level and, following Concept Approval by the DAB, allocated by
the DPRB to specific new programs.

The JROC also will be chartered to play a continuing role in the validation of
performance goals and baselines prior to DAB reviews of major programs
(including, unless otherwise directed by the Secretary or Deputy Secretary,
special-access programs) at all successive Milestone intervals.

~Better System Development
Principal among the Packard Commission’s concerns in recom~e~@ng establish-
ment of the USD/A was the perceived need fcx%t&#!Wigo@@@~R?ydM!Mion ti
several rel~.m~.

Research mdDevdop&n?-- Decisions made during the earIy phastw of symem#
deve~~~ “ .F@.w.*@Qlv4! fm@.~ r ro$owi, 8
and tes~ ~ %oflen have dramatic consequences for operaticmd performance im
life-cycle eot#. ‘he USD~A,,~11be charged with developing and ensuring
tigoro~~ -a--sound decisions Onmajor Program~
t@ugh Full Scale Engineering Dev3~enti In particular, these policies wili
dictate that the schedules and management plans for major programs:

● sup~~ the building and testing of system and critical sub-system proto~
Itypesi the use of systems engineering, nd the validation of manufacturing
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processes as early as possible and certainly well prior to the commencement
of High Rate Production;

● and provide for early test and evaluation of prototype hardware to pr~e
concept, performance, and sui~bility in realistic operational environments.

7The DAB review proce s will be restructured and disciplined to assist the USD/A
in discharging these responsibilities. As prospective p~ograms pass out of the
Concept Direction (post-Milestone O)phase, the USD/&
M#~stonc I (ConcepLi@prov view of req.dremen
affordab” “ty assessments and ~um accomplishments required by Do@

?directiv . DAB Milestone II (FuIl Scale Engineering Development) and HI
(Production) reviews will ensure that other, progressively more exacting
requirements are met. A redefined Milestone IV will replace the current Mile-
stones IV and V. The new Milestone TVreview will address the need for major
upgrades or modifications to systems still in production. .

In conjunction with the DoD Comptroller, the T.MM/Aoi @/I%hicipal Deputy$
@lAzmrcise sw~ “tmmmt mxth@y with res

r
t to funding fo~

progr$ms passihg t~ugl! successiv..~.,~view , in order to ensure
demonstrable attainment of minimum required accomplishments %.stablishedin
revised DoD directives, and the swae.asful completion of ~,, @iitional ex4t
criteria h#i@ on programs as a result of previous DAB review% Only the
Secretary, Deputy Secretary and USD/A will have the authority to waive such
requirements and exit criteria.

In general, the USD/A -.~o-..,xxtie timeliness, relevan~
and utility of _ed Acquisition IWports (SARS), the Defense Acquisition
Executive Summaries (IIAES), and other information on acquisition matters
available to senior DoD managers.

,l~lblrr

Constrained research and development (R8zDJresources will pose_..-, .—-

—. ... . .. - -~”” -“”” -----
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Procurement l%li~ -- In regard to procmemem@@y$ the PackMd Commission
....emphasized specific reforms in two areas:

.j~

., ● sub@antially greater reliance on conmerciully-aviu”k?$k?pro:* $l@s, often
$ ,..,- well-suited to DoD’s needs and o~ - bleat much lesS cOsC.F;,< v● and adoption of cbmp@tfve practice predicated ~%o:ebroadly on a mix ~f

.. <’ ‘‘.. cost, past performance and other considerations tha~”mih+ overti~
“be#t @al@ to the government.

With respect to the former, the recent Report of the Defense Science Board’g
(DSB) Task Force on Commercial Componen~, which revisited the 1986
Summer Study conducted by the DSB in the aftermath of the Packard Commis-
sion, details a number of promising actions. These have emerged from the
DSB’s sustained review of existing impediments to procurement of commer-
ciallY-available Products, and underscore the potential for large economies

its. 1%~USD/A will b-charged with
- actions recommended by the DSB

Task Force. The USIMAw&E#W@ablish a data Mae ta tr@g~To@ess @
DoD-wide in expandin#prot#z’#W@htoflmmllXxt?fa@-avaiIa&~#@uctsi *

The DSB Task Force’s work demonstrates that realizing large cost savings
through procurement of commercially-available products will also require
simplified contracting-procedur@, Accordingly, the Administration should make
two legislative proposals: first, the Commercial Products Acquisition Act%f
198!# which would authorize procurement of such products under simplified
competitive procedures that more closely emulate those of the commercial
marketplace; and second, a Commercial“Ac@WioIIPikk’lkqgiam Act, which
would establish a pilot program to demonstrate the advantages of adopting a
full-range of commercial-s@e buying practices and streamlined dispute-resolution #
procedures. (See Appendix B.)

cost but on other comit%hticms as we~. The Administration should repose
kappropriate legislation clarifying the Competition in Conmaoting A@’ this

purpose. (See Appendix B.) Second, DoD will implement a conrraatm~=
man~ review systfi, building DoD-wide on recent efforts of the Air Force and
DLA to ex~and source sel~tivon,piteria to p~mute contracting relationship. ,W*,*.>.! . 4..
with DoD’s best-petiorming suppligrs.
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Iv* GwEmMEm INM.grRYRELA’Ilo* NSEIW*

Any effort to improve the relatiotiship between govmqntbt and defen~
indus~a W -h this propqsiti~: DoD will not tolerate fllegal ~r
unethical beha?kr on the past of axyon~%i! the, acquisition syste . As a matter

3of fundamental policy, DoD, with the Department of Justice (Do , will devote
its fuIl energies and resources to enforcement of applicable laws.

All too obscured by the glare of recent investigations and prosecutions,
however, is a corollary proposition emphasized by the Packard Commission:
bringing law-breakers to book for past deeds is not by itself enough; more
affirmative efforts are necessary if DoD is to acquire, and industry to supply,
equipment and materiel in a manner that meets the highest standards of account-
ability and performance. Among the specitlc approaches recommended by the
Commission were the following:

● btmr adtministmt$m.of existing ~thicti mndmkfor civilian and miliw
acquisition personnel in DoD;

● greatly m~ ‘“ sell+gmrexmwwe,~tailing the voluntw
assumption by industry management of demanding new responsibilities for
oversight of their contract operations;

● ~d ~~ ~ff-ws M DoD titing,,@t o~er oyersight retiourws4
The Defense Management Review took stock of progress in implementing these
and other recommendations of the Packard Commission, as well as a variety of
related initiatives to encourage improved industry performance and promote the
health of the U.S. defense industrial base. Specific actions emerging from the
Review are detailed below.

Greatur&.6wmW&?f#& hp@wernment 4
The Packard Commission emphasized that:

[i]t is critical h defense management to establish and maintain
an environment where official standards of conduct are well
understood, broadly observed, and vigorously enforced.

Accordingly, it recommended that Dc@ mount a greater effort to administm
e~~es, and develop guidance and training programs tailored to the
acquisition workforce. More recently, the President, the President’s Commis-

sion on Federal Ethics Law Reform, and Congress have spoken to the great need
for training and educating government employees in their ethical responsibilities.

Particularly when considered against the range of these expectations, current
DoD ethics programs appear notably deficient. For too long, such programs
have been at best a secondary concern of DoD managers and relegated instead to
lawyers and inspectors general. Consistent with the President’s emphasis on
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integrity in government, DoD will commit the energy and resources required for
a model ethics program--particularly for acquisition personnel.

The Secretary will charter a DoD Ethics Council composed of the USD/A and the
Secretties of the Military Departments, and advised by the DoD Inspector
General and General Counsel. An Executive Director for Ethics Training and
Communications Policy will be appointed in the USD/A’s office to support the
Council’s efforts. The Council will be specially charged with developing ethics
programs for the acquisition workforce. It will concentrate on developing
guidance tailored for acquisition personnel, and on improving existing compliance
programs. It also will develop broader programs to enhance awareness and
understanding of ethical issues--how they arise day-to-day, how existing
standards may or may not apply, and what responsibilities DoD managers have as
moral leaders. The programs will promote an on-going dialogue on ethics issues
within DoD--from the Secretary and Deputy Secretary, who will personally
participate, to the most basic working levels. The Council will review existing
efforts in this area and recommend to the Deputy Secretary such additional
personnel and other resources as maybe required, including outside expertise
necessary for designing the vigorous program intended.

In this regard, the Packard Commission noted that ethical standards are only as
easy to observe, administer, and enforce as they are certain in scope, simple in
concept, and clear in application. In the proposed Government-Wide Ethics Act
of 1989, the Administration has recommended specific changes in law to ensure,
among other things, that official standards are fair, objective, consistent with
common sense, and not unreasonably restrictive so as to discourage able persons
from entering public semice. DoD strongly supports the proposed legislation,
which will establish appropriate standqds for, and preserve DoD’s ability to
attract and retain, personnel with the qualifications needed to manage the
acquisition system.

Greater Accountability in lndustq #
Within the context of vigorous law enforcement, cqt?r self-governanc~
remains the most promising additional mechanism to foster compliance with the
high standards expected of DoD’s suppliers. The conduct revealed by recent
DoD-DoJ investigations, including Operation 111Wind, is not representative.
Major elements of defense industry have made strides in answering the Packard@
Commission’s challenge. As with many other aspects of the Commission’s
recommendations, there is no occasion here for self-congratulations. Much
remains to be done, and persistence will be required. Nonetheless, the Defense
Industry Initiative on Business Ethics and Conduct and similar industry efforts
deserve and will receive DoD’s strong support. DoD will oversee the acquisition
system in ways calculated to encourage responsible companies in such self-
governance efforts, including establishment of corporate codes of conduct. If
such codes are to be a meaningful reflection of management’s priorities and
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commitment, however, it is apparent that they must be adopted by contractors
voluntarily, not mandated in procurement regulations. Like quality, ethics
cannot be inspected into an organization. Accordingly, DoD will not adopt the
rule recently proposed to mandate contractor codes of conduct.

DoD will continue its vohmtary disclosure program, under which DoD contrac-
tors are enco~age~ to,~e:nogs,trate their business integrit y and honesty b$
disclosing e~ 3s@!!procuretnent offenqin. IrYorder to reduce the
possibility of inconsistent treatment of defense industry disclosures, the
Secretary will work with the Attorney General to adopt and publish a standard
agreement for program participation. In addition, to create clear incentives for
corporate management, voluntary disclosure of potential violations will remain a
central consideration in determination of a contractor’s present responsibility to
do business with DoD and hence in application of DoD’s administrative sanctions
(i.e., suspension or debarment).

DoD also will continue to encourage industry participation in its ContractW
Risk Ass~ssment G* (CRAG) prograqK The CRAG program represents a joint
DoD-industry response to several related recommendations of the Packard
Commission, and promises more efficient use of DoD audit capabilities through
greater reliance on effective contractor systems of internal controls. In
conjunction with this program, the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) h~
projected broader DoD-industry communications on annual government aw$it
plans in order to highlight opportunities for improved contractor internal
controls. ‘I% DoD Comptroller, to whom DCAA will be charged wi~
providing strong po~cy direction ~d oversight for purposes of
increasing efficiency ~“’e~”fi~g duplication of effort through improve.,,.... . $
strategies for the conduct, scope and frequency of its contract auditing.

Over the long term, DoD will seek to develop a procurement system thak
rewards contractors fm’demonstrating their commitment to self-governance and
all th~ that potio~~~,~~ A supplier’s proven reputation for integrity is one *
aspect of past ped!ormance and, as in the commercial world, the totality of such
performance merits consideration in the determination of “best value” to the
government and in selection of those suppliers with which DoD does business.
The USD/A will develop policies intended to guide source selection with these
broader purposes in view.

$Better Per@mance by Indust
There is, of course, more to creating a healthy relationship between government
and industry than defining ethical responsibilities. There is also a need to
promote robust industrial support for the U.S. defense program, and to prompt
defense industry to greater competitiveness and to the simultaneous quality
improvements and cost reductions achieved in other industrial sectors.
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A series of major stu~es since tie packard ~mmission have documented an
alarming erosion in the U.S. defense industrial base, inchding:

● a decline in the overall number of defense suppliers;
. accelerating import penetration and growing dependency on foreign sources

for vital components and subassemblies;
● and decreasing returns on fixed assets, declining capital investments, and

lagging productivity in key defense sectors.

Current trends are cause for concern, and if allowed to continue will jeopardize
U.S. security. If these trends are to be reversed, the acquisition systemwmust be
managed in ways that promote improved supplier performance and a resurgent
defense industrial base. Ultimately, only broad reform of the acquisition system,
including the legal regime and oversight practices under which it currently
operates, will attract more U.S. firms to do business with DoD. In the near
term, DoD can encourage better performance by defense contractors by:

. using contract types that reduce unnecessary financial risks;
● controlling technical configuration;
● adhering to sound policies on profitability, independent research and

development, and progress payments;
. and recognizing suppliers for consistently good performance.

KDoD will take a series of actions along these lines, a d seek to identify other
promising means to encourage steady improvements in industry performance.

DoD will establish contractual relations that do not create financial disincentives
to the degree of innovation and technical exploration clearly required by
contractors in the early phases of major systems development in order to
achieve proper operational performance and lower life-cycle cost. In addition to
promoting the use of multi-year procurement contracts, the USI)/A will strictly
limit the use of cost-sharing contracts for systems development and the use of
fixed-price type contracts for high risk development. US13/Aapproval will be
required for any fixed-price type R&D contracts in excess of $25 million as well
as those for lead ships.

The USD/A will also be charged with helping to promote the long-term, efficient
producibility of system~. With the VCJCS, he will seek to expand the use of
broad performance specifications in weapons design, and ensure that specifica-
tions are “locked in” prior to High Rate Production and upgrades or modifica-
tions are made on a block, not a piecemeal basis.

As a complement to DoD’s own R&D efforts, R&D by defense suppliers helps
encourage technological innovation, stimulate competition, and expand the
availability of militarily valuable products. DoD will continue to recognize costs
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incurred by suppliers for independent R&D, and bid and proposal, as necessary
costs of doing business. Through the DPR13,it will maintain appropriate Ievek
of funding to defr?ysyc~ qosts and thereby promote development of promising
technologies to meet future defense needs. DoD also will review periodically the
level of progress payments on defense contracts, and maintain such payments at
levels appropriate in light of prevailing interest rates and restraints on current
DoD outlays. It also will use the tools at its disposal to motivate contractors
to improve performance (through incentive-type contracts) and productivity
(through profit guidelines that encourage capital investments). The USD/A will
be charged with monitoring these and other policies that impact the long-term
health and competitiveness of DoD’s industrial base.

The USD/A also will develop a quality awards program tha$annually recognizes
top performers in industry that meet cost, performance, and schedule baselines
and exhibit high commitment to ethical management.

V, C!ONGRESSIONALAC1’iOti

D~D, with other elements of the Executive branch,can realize significant
improvements in defense managemetlt. This Review has sought to take full
advantage of opportunities for administrative action, but also demonstrates that
these opportunities are limited. The potential for improvement can be increased
substantially if Congress adopts changes in legislation -- and can be increased
dramatically if, and only if, Congress fundamentally changes the way it addresses
defense programs and policies. The President called for DoD’s views on steps of
this sort to be taken by Congress to improve management practices and
procurement procedures.

Changes in LegMatioz! The Review has identified a variety of specific actions by
Congress that would assist in better management of the acquisition system.
These are collected in Appendix B to this Report. In addition to those treated
fully in earlier sections of the Report, one additional initiative deserves special
emphasis. The Packard Commission observed that

[o]ver the years, Congress and DoD have fried to dictate mart-
agerneni improvements in the form of ever more detailed and
extensive laws or regulations. As a result, the regime for
defense acquisition is today impossibly cumbersome . . . .Con -
gress [should] work with the Administration to recodify federal
ia ws governing procurement in a single, consistent, and greatly
simplij7ed procurement statute.

Similar concerns have been reflected in the work of other major study groups --
from the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel in 1970, to the Commission on Gover-
nmentProcurement in 1972, to the President’s Private Sector Survey on Cost
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Control in 1983, to the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) in 1989. In
its recent report on the defense technology base, OTA concluded:

The defense acquisition system is a major contributor to the long
delays in getting rtew technology into the field and erects formi-
dable barriers to exploiting technology developed in the civilian
sector. While Congress did not intend the system to be slow,
cumbersome and inefficient, laws passed to foster goals other
than efficient procurement have made it so.

With the enactment of additional major legislation since 1986, when the Packard
Commission finished its work, there is increased urgency to addressing the body
of procurement law in its totality--in order to simplify and clarify the frame-
work under which DoD and other departments operate, and more broadly to
restore some breathing space for judgment and incentive necessary to make the
acquisition process fundamentally more effective. This will requtie Congress to
take the initiative, which the President should call for in urging the Congres-
sional leadership to establish select committees in both Houses to commence
work as soon as possible on a landmark recodification and streamlining of
federal law in this area. For its part, the Administration should pledge unre-
served support for such an effort, and work closely with the designated
committees in order to help them complete their work at the earliest date.

Broader Congressional Reforms, Congress plays a central role in formulating
and implementing U.S. defense policy. Much depends on the way in which it
exerts its authority, and how well or poorly it carries out its responsibilities.

The intense scrutiny recently paid to DoD organization and management has
occasioned a growing conviction that the procedures by which Congress today
does its work require careful and thorough re-examination, as do the various
ways in which Congress, its staff and Congmsional agencies influence DoD
operations. Critics, including many in Congress and the Executive branch, have
focused on:

● the profound management problems and waste that inevitably result from
the redundant phases of budgeting, authorizing and appropriating defense
resources year by yew,

. the policy gridlock implicit in the overlapping and duplicative jurisdiction
over DoD affairs enjoyed by some 30 committees, 77 subcommittees, and
4 panels;

● the tremendous disparity of interests -- many difficult to reconcile with
prudent management -- that DoD is given to serve through line items,
general provisions in authorization and appropriations bills, and report
language; and
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Q the questionable benefit to Congress, and the unquestionable cost to DoD,
of much Congressional activity. Every working day, for example, entails
on average almost 3 new General Accounting Office (GAO) audits of DoD;
an estimated 450 written inquiries and over 2,500 telephone inquiries
from Capitol Hill; and nearly 3 separate reports to Congress euch averag-
ing over 1,000 man-hours in preparation and approximately $50,000 in
cost. In addition, senior DoD officials spend upwards of 40 hours
preparing for the 6 appearances as witnesses and the 14 hours of testi-
mony that they provide on average for each day Congress is in session.

If the ambitious purposes of the Goldwater-Nichols Act and the Packard
Commission are ever to be fulfilled, Congress musi devote serious attention to
these issues. In a bipartisan spirit, with the objective of promoting essential
collaboration between the Executive and Legislative branches, and more particu-
larly of improving Congress’ performance of its vital role in providing for the
common defense, the President should urge the Congressional leadership to
charter a study of legislative processes and identify specific changes (e.g., steps
to institutionalize a biennial defense budgeting process) for consideration at the
earliest date in the 101st Congress. To support this effort, and to build on
recent work of the Packard Commission and others in this area, the Secretary
will supervise preparation of a White Paper on DoD and the Congress, for
submission to the President by October 1, 1989.

W CONCLUSION

As was noted at the outset, realization of the President’s full objectives for
management of DoD will not be easy. It will require:

● teamwork among DoD’s senior managers;
c soun~ longer-range planning and better means for managing available

resources;
. more discipline in what weapon systems we buy and how we buy them;
● better management of the people we rely onto produce such systems;
c an environment that promotes steady progress in cutting costs and

increasing quality and productivity;
. and adherence to the highest ethical standards.

Even actions that can be implemented on existing authority within DoD will take
time and devoted effort. Others, including those that demand Congress’ and
industry’s attention, will require ctdtivating still broader consensus and commit-
ment. Nonetheless, the American people expect that those who manage the
nation’s defense effort will aim high. And they deserve nothing less than the
“quest for excellence” of which the Packard Commission spoke,
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APPENIMXA

ACQUHllUN WORKFORCE

Most narrowly defined, the acquisition wur~, ce comprises only those who negotiate an&
Yadminister contracts for major weapon system . Broader definitions include activit@

occurring outsi& the contract prcdss, such as documenting the need for a new weapon, ~
testing systems under develupme~t, maintaining systems in the field, and disposing@
outrn6ded or unneeded equipm~nt. Service organizational structures generally group these ; ~
functions together. A still more comprehensive perspective would encompass ~~ thOSCwh~ \ ~
procure the ordinary goocfs, such as office supplies and delivery vehicles, needed to SUP~ \ ~
any large organization within D@. !~

Three general methods are available for estimating the size of this workforce:

. Surveying actual job activities;

c Counting people in specified occupations; and

● Counting entire organizations.

Experience has proven the fust to be impractical; the second and third, used separately,
inevitably miss some employees with significant procurement duties. A combination of
occupational and organizational counts, while perhaps marginally overstating the total
workforce, is necessary to take into account all personnel involved in these procurement
duties.

Applying this method against a “cradle to grave” concept of acquisition is consistent with the
charter of the USD/A, whiclf assigns authority for the “system whereby all equipment, t1!
facilities, and services are planned, designed, developed, acquired, maintained, and disposed of
within the Department of Defenst!.” This method encompasses 11 Service commands and one
Defense Agency, as well as those who work outside these organizations in 9 civilian occupa-
tions and 38 military officer specialties. It adds four commands to a list developed by the
General Accounting OffIce in an earlier study of defense acquisition. This method also adopts
the same job categories used by the Packard Commission in estimating the size of the
acquisition workforce. The table following represents the most recent personnel totals
available.
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ACQUISITIONORGANIZATIONS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Army Information Systems Command

Army Materiel Command**

Office of Naval Research

Naval Facilities Engineering Command

Naval Air Systems Command**

Naval Supply Systems Command**

Naval Sea Systems Command**

Naval Space and Warfare Systems Command**

Air Force Logistics Command**

10. Air Force Systems Command**

11. Air Force Communications Command

12. Defense Logistics Agency**

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

Acquisitions Occupations****

Acquisitions Specialties****

TOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

Employment*

Civilian Military

18,817 1,701

105,592 2,773

5,029 114

19,650 730

43,903 1,128

26,278 640

110,181 1,424

28,572 630

86,676 3,109

28,366 10,407

6,921 4,088

53,134 795***

18,645 --

-. 2,828***

551,764 30,367

582,131

*

**

***

****

As of December 31, 1988. This does not include subsequent programmed reductions.
Listed by General Accounting Office as “buying commands. ” -
Estimated.
As identified by Packard Commission.
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APPENDIX B

SPECIFICLEGISLATIVEINITIATIVES

1. Stability In Funding Programs: Eliminate the current requirement that a proposed
multiyear contract achieve a specific percentage savings before the contract maybe entered
into.

The FY 1989 Defense Authorization Act (Pub, L. 100-456, 102 Stat. 1928 (Sept. 29,
1988)) currently limits the number of programs that can qualify for multiyear procure-
ment savings because they fail to meet the minimum savings threshold. This threshold
should be eliminated or, at a minimum, reduced. This can be done at no expense to
Congressional oversight of the procurement process because DoD would still have to
justify a muhiyear procurement in terms of cost savings and other benefits before
Congress authorizes and funds the program. In addition, a multiyear procurement would
have to satisfy the statutory criteria concerning benefit to the government, stability of
requirements, stability of funding, stability of configuration, confidence in cost estimates,
and confidence in the contractor’s ability to perform. 10 U.S.C. Sec. 2306(h). The
proposed amendment would simply permit DoD and Congress to evaluate each muhiyear
procurement candidate program on its own merits.

2. Alternative Personnel System: Authorize the Secretary of Defense to establish a personnel
and pay system for civilian acquisition employees

The proposed legislation--modelled after the China Lake project--would authorize the
Secretary to design employment, compensation, performance, management, training, and
benefits programs to enhance the Department’s competitive position in the labor market
for acquisition personnel. Designed in conjunction with the Office of Management and
Budget and the Office of Personnel Managemen~ the personnel system (including senior
acquisition personnel, contracting officers, scientists and engineers) would be phased in
over a number of years and introduced in discrete stages at the different organizations and
for different occupations involved in the acquisition process. The approach would include
consideration of, among other things, using the concept of pay banding; paying differen-
tials to supervisors and managers; paying performance/retention bonuses; establishing a
system of direct examination and hiring; and designating a certain number of positions in
specific research and development laboratories or technology centers requiring extraordi-
nary qualifications. The cost of the alternative personnel system would be limited to the
costs that would have been incurred had the system not been implemented.
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3. Pay-for-Degree Legislations: Amend current law (5 U.S.C. 4107(c)) to permit expanded
opportunities for the education and training of civilian acquisition personnel.

Under current law, DoD is barred from paying for training the sole purpose of which is to
permit an employee to obtain an academic degree. 5 U.S.C. Sec. 4107(c). The current bar
to degree training can be a disadvantage to the DoD in competing in the marketplace for
employees with skills critical to its acquisition functions.

On March 20, 1989, the Administration submitted a legislative proposal “To amend title
5, United States Code, to allow degree training for Federal employees in critical skills
occupations, and for other purpose s.” See Letter from Constance Homer (Director,
Office of Personnel Management) to the Hon. James C. Wright, Jr. (Mar. 20, 1989). This
authority would be an important factor in improving the quality of the DoD’s acquisition
workforce and should be enacted expeditiously.

4. Greater Use of Commercially-AvailablePro&K&

a. Authorize Simrdified Commtitive Procedtnes--

The Administration should submit the proposed “Commercial Products Acquisition Act of
1989.” This proposed legislation would authorize the use of commercial-style, competi-
tive procedures for the acquisition of commercial products. The proposed legislation
would provide acquisition officials with the flexibility they need to emulate their
commercial counterparts and capitalize on the efficiencies possible when buying products
off existing production lines. The proposal is designed to provide acquisition officials
with an efficient means for conducting market research and identifying the products
constituting the best values. In addition to shortening acquisition leadtimes and increasing
competition, the proposal will enhance DoD’s ability to acquire high-value commercial
products incorporating the most up-to-date technology. The proposal would also exempt
commercial product acquisitions from the unique requirements that ordinarily apply and
impose source preferences, special contract provisions, and performance requirements when
the Government is the purchaser.

b. Establish a Pilot Promam to Evaluate DoD’s Use of the Full-Ran~e of Commercial-Style
Practices--

The Administration should also submit a “Commercial Acquisition Pilot Program Act.” In
addition to the improvements provided by the proposed “Commercial Products Acquisition
Act of 1989,” this Pilot Program would require certain DoD components to use the full
range of commercial contracting terms and conditions when buying commercial products;

. exempt the acquisition of commercial products from the numerous statutory requirements
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that otherwise govern government contracts; and dramatically streamline dispute
resolution procedures. The Pilot Program would last for two years and would be
periodically reviewed by DoD and Congress to evaluate its impact.

5. Best BUY l%adkex -fy the Competition In QmtractingAct (10 USC. Sec.
2306(b)(4MA)(ii)) to permita cmtraet to be awarded without discusdq on a basis
otherthan pricealone,whenthe awardwouldbe in the bestinterestsof the Government.

The Comptroller General has held that, under the current statute (10 U.S.C.
2305(b](4)(A)(ii)), when a decision is made by a contracting offiier to award a contract
without hohling discussions with competing contractors, price must be the sok basis for
making the ~WSld. && kiariah ~SSOC., be. B-2317 10 @npllb. Oct. 17, 1988); United
Tekcontrd Electronics, Inc. B-230246 (Unpub. kme 21, 1988); and Meridian Corp.,
B-228468 (67 Comp. Gen. 233, Feb. 3, 1988). This requirement--that the lowest bid be
accepted even where it does not result in the “best value” to the Government--eliminates
the benefits that accrue from making awards without discussions where a contractor’s
design or technical proposal is ckarly superiorand the price is fair and reasonable. It also
limits the Government’s ability to sekct commercial products on the basis of best value to
the Government, by kngthening the acquisition time involved and increasing the overall
cost of the procurement. The poposed amendmentwould eliminate these problem%and
ensure that DoD has the benefit of more vigorous competition.
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